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Elgato’s dock connects to a MacBook via Apple’s proprietary Thunderbolt cable. Everything else the notebook needs
is permanently attached to the dock.

Hands On

Peter Moon
Peripherals specialist Elgato doesn’t only support Apple computers, but they sure slip easily into the Mac culture.
Their new MacBook dock is good looking, potent and pricey, just like the notebooks it supports.

Notebook docks are nothing new. The idea is to allow a laptop user to convert the machine to a full desktop with
minimum fuss. With almost any notebook, you can attach an external keyboard, mouse and monitor, plug in a
network cable, a scanner and perhaps a DVD drive, and reproduce the functionality of a desktop. But who wants to
arrive at the office and plug in as many as seven cables before getting a scrap of work done? And who wants to fuss
around detaching those seven cables when their smartphone is saying that the next train home leaves in eight
minutes?

Elgato’s dock connects to a MacBook via Apple’s proprietary Thunderbolt cable. Everything else the notebook needs
is permanently attached to the dock. Extract notebook from carry case, plug in Thunderbolt, power up and enjoy
wired network access, an external monitor and all the other peripherals that deskbound computers normally claim as
their birthright. If you’re planning to work a longer day than the portable’s battery supports, you’d need to attach a
power cable as well. But as those hip Mac users say, that’s no biggie.
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The dock provides three high speed USB ports, two Thunderbolt sockets, one HDMI connector, an ethernet port
and a 3.5 millimetre audio in and out jacks for headphones.

For an increasing number of business users, a MacBook is all the computer they need. Even the underpowered but
ever so light and slim Air model is adequate for many. For everyday computing requirements, its main limitation is
drive space, and now that South River Technology’s WebDrive works with Apple’s OSX operating system, it’s easy to
supplement the Air’s limited solid state drive with cloud storage like Dropbox. If you really need more beef, a
MacBook Pro will handle almost any business need short of editing very large video files. But all notebooks, including
Macs and Windows, are painful to switch from laptop to desktop mode without a slick dock.

This dock provides three high-speed USB ports, two Thunderbolt sockets, one HDMI connector, an ethernet port and
good old-fashioned 3.5-millimetre audio-in and -out jacks for headphones and a speaker. This array will let a
MacBook link to a wired network, any relatively recent model monitor, scanners, external storage and just about any
other device you’ll find in an office or well-equipped home workspace.

The only additional cable Elgato requires is for power to the dock itself. As far as we know, there’s no Windows or
Mac dock that offers this many ports and runs without external power. To its credit, all three USB ports deliver
enough outbound power to charge a tablet or smartphone, or drive a scanner or external disk that doesn’t use its own
power supply. To put that in perspective, the front panel USB ports on many desktop PCs are too anaemic to reliably
power many peripherals, so Elgato has done well in empowering this device.
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Rear view of the dock.

We only found one gotcha with the dock. The OSX operating system demands that external storage be ejected in
software before they are physically detached, or unpredictable things happen to data and on reconnection. It’s no
different from the way that Windows PCs require USB devices to be ejected before disconnection, but it’s easy to
forget. But apart from that extra step of clocking out external drives, there’s no more work to do when home time
comes. Unplug the Thunderbolt cable and power, and slip the notebook into your case. Your external monitor,
network, keyboard, mouse and drives will be snap to attention when you plug in again tomorrow.

At $360 from Apple, this is not a cheap solution, but we don’t imagine that MacBook buyers were voting for cheap
solutions. If you invested in a portable Mac to make money from a highly efficient computer, you won’t begrudge a
slick dock that converts it to a desktop in moments.

We should mention that Elgato also offers a box that supports a new industry. Its Game Capture HD records play on
Xbox and Playstation, with player commentary, for posting to internet video sites like YouTube. Believe it or not,
recorded game play is creating new superstars. It seems that Elgato has a foot in this generation and the next.

Peter Moon is a technology lawyer at Cooper Mills Lawyers. peter.moon@coopermills.com.au
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